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We consider delay systems with one constant delay. Two cases of extreme
stability switching with respect to the delay as parameter are presented. In one of
them, the stability region in the parameter space becomes increasingly complicated
while running through a sequence of delay systems. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Insight into the stability behavior of dynamical delay systems with
respect to the delay was considerably promoted by Cooke and co-workers.
w xSpecial mention is made of the paper of Cooke and van den Driessche 3
w xin which stability is assessed by the system's characteristic function. In 3 ,
systems having a characteristic function of the form
H z [ P z q Q z eyz T , z g C, 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T
Ž .formally an exponential binomial, are considered. The coefficients P z ,
Ž . Ž .Q z in 1.1 are allowed to be functions holomorphic in a neighborhood
w xof the right half-plane of the complex plane C. The paper 3 deals with
Ž .stability-relevant aspects of the dependence of the zeros z s z T on the
Ž . Ž .delay parameter T G 0. The authors call H z stable if H z s 0T T
Ž . Ž .implies Re z - 0 and unstable if Re z ) 0 for at least one zero z of
Ž .H z . Therefore, the crossing of a zero of the imaginary axis, I, mayT
*This is a companion paper to ``Stability with Respect to the Delay: On a Paper of K. L.
Cooke and P. Vanden Driessche,'' which appeared in JMAA 228r2 December 15, 1998,
293]321.
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change the stability. A zero z [ iy on the imaginary axis solves
2 2
F y [ P iy y Q iy s 0. 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Our objective is to show how complicated stability behavior with respect
to the delay can happen when only one constant delay is present or
considered variable. We wish to demonstrate the effects in the simplest
Ž . Ž .case when the coefficients P z , Q z are real low-degree polynomials.
Ž .The number, m, of real nonnegative roots of F y will play a decisive role
Ž .in what follows. We shall restrict Q to a constant and P z will be properly
chosen monic real polynomial with unrestricted degree to allow for suffi-
Ž .ciently many roots of F y .
It is good to know such extreme examples and to have them docu-
mented, too.
2. TWO EXTREME EXAMPLES OF STABILITY
SWITCHING
There can be little doubt that it is possible in the polynomial case to
Ž . Ž . Ž .place the zeros of the coefficients P z , Q z so that F y has exactly a
prescribed number, m, of nonnegative zeros. It is, however, of value to
Ž .demonstrate this by artificial examples which are accessible to further
Ž .analysis. In order to keep things simple, we choose deg P s n g N and
Ž .deg Q s 0 in
H z [ P z q Qeyz T , Q g R. 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .T
H can be thought of as originating from a system with delayed stateT
Ž .feedback. P z is assumed to be a monic real Hurwitz polynomial,
n
P z [ z y a , Re a - 0. 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł k k
ks1
In our first example, we realize a situation in which only the cases
m s 0, 1 are possible in the whole parameter space when we choose
a [ ieia k ,k
1 2.3Ž .p k yŽ .2
a [ , k s 1 1 n.Ž .k n
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Ž .The zeros, a , of P z are regularly distributed along the left semicircle ofk
< <z s 1. We have
2n
nn 2P z P yz s y1 z y a s yz q 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł k
ks1
2 2 nP iy s 1 q y ,Ž . 2.4Ž .
F y s 1 q y2 n y Q2 ,Ž .
Ž .1r 2 n2 2y [ Q y 1 , Q G 1,Ž .1
Ž . 2where y is the unique zero of F y . For Q - 1, the system under1
consideration is stable for all T G 0. In the entire parameter space
Ž . 2P [ R = N 2 Q, n , the number m increases from 0 to 1 when Q
increases. Observe that some of the a come arbitrarily close to I whenk
n “ ‘, while the system remains for Q2 - 1 in the state of stability
independent of T.
Ž . qWe come to the other extreme case m s n. Given T y and S9 g R in
Ž . Ž .2.5 , we wish to determine P z so that, for all y,
2 2 2P iy s T y q S9 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .holds. In 2.5 , T y is a monic real polynomial of degree n. Additionally,
Ž . Ž .T y is supposed to be either an even or an odd function of y. Now, 2.5 ,
seen as a restriction from C to I, may be written with z [ iy as
P z P yz s T 2 yiz q S92 \ R yiz . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Consider 2.6 in C. Let z s a be a zero of R yiz . Then z s ya is a
Ž .further zero of R yiz . This is a simple consequence of the evenness or
Ž . Ž . Ž .oddness of T y . We see from 2.5 that R yiz / 0 on I for S9 / 0.
Ž .This means that R yiz can be uniquely factorized,
R yiz \ R yiz R yiz , 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y q
Ž . Ž .where R yiz is the Hurwitzian part of R yiz , i.e., the product of ally
Ž . Ž . w Ž .xlinear factors of R yiz with zeros in Re z - 0. Clearly, deg R yiz sy
w Ž .x Ž . Ž . Ž .deg R yiz . In terms of R yiz , the factor R yiz is R yiz [q y q q
Ž . Ž . Ž .R qiz . Since P z is a Hurwitz polynomial, the equation for P z ,y
P z P yz s R yiz R qiz , 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y y
has the unique solution
P z s R yiz . 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .y
Ž .In order to reach the case m s n, we specify T y to be the nth monic
1yn Ž .Tchebychev polynomial. With S9 [ 2 S, the right-hand side of 2.6
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takes on the shape
2y2 n 2 2R yiz s 2 cos n arccos yiz q S ,Ž . Ž . 4
S [ sinh s , s ) 0. 2.10Ž . Ž .
Next, we solve
2 2cos n arccos yiz q S s 0 2.11Ž . Ž .
Ž .for z and form afterwards the Hurwitzian part of R yiz . With w [
Ž . Ž .arccos yiz , w [ u q i¤ , u, ¤ g R, and j s y1, 0, we write 2.11 as
jcos nu cosh n¤ y i sin nu sinh n¤ s i y1 S. 2.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .The system equivalent to 2.12 ,
cos nu s 0,Ž .
2.13Ž .
jsin nu sinh n¤ s y1 sinh s ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
is solved by
kq j1p k y y1 sŽ .Ž .2
w s q i , k g Z,
n n
kq jy1 sŽ .
z s i cos a q ikž /n 2.14Ž .
s skq js y1 sin a sinh q i cos a cosh .Ž . Ž . Ž .k kž / ž /n n
 4For a given k, we choose j g y1, 0 so that k q j has odd parity, and
Ž . Ž .obtain for k s 1 1 n the different zeros a , of P z ask
s s
a [y sin a S q i cos a C , C [cosh , S [sinh .Ž . Ž .k k n k n n nž / ž /n n
2.15Ž .
The zeros a lie on the open left half of the ellipsisk
2 2x y
q s 1. 2.16Ž .ž / ž /S Cn n
All we need for our present purposes from the foregoing analysis is that
Ž . Ž .2.5 is solvable if T y is a real even or odd function of y and if S9 / 0.
Then the zeros of
2y2 n 2 2 2F y [ 2 cos n arccos y q S y Q9 , 2.17Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
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1yn Ž . 2 2where Q9 [ 2 Q, are sought. F y is zero-free for Q9 - S and has for
2 2 wŽ . xQ9 G S with N [ n q 1 r2 the zeros
y , S2 F Q92 F S2 q 1, r s 1 1 n ,Ž .ry [
2 2½ y , Q9 ) S q 1,1
j1 2 2'p k y q y1 arcsin Q9 y SŽ .Ž . ž /2
y [ cos ,2 kqj n 2.18Ž .
j s y1, 0, k s 1 1 N , 1 F 2k q j F n ,Ž .
2 2'arccosh Q9 y S½ 5
y [ cosh .1 n
Ž . Ž .In the parameter space P [ R = R = N 2 s, Q, n of this H z , onlyq T
the cases m s 0, n, 1 can occur in that order when Q2 increases from
Q s 0 on. It seems to be possible to introduce a second parameter, t,
Ž .which allows to tune the a [ a s, t so that the cases m s 1, 2, . . . , nk k
can be forced to occur with increasing t, say. Such further questions of
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..system synthesis given F y , find P z , Q z are, however, beyond the
scope of this article. In order to obtain a more geometrical parameteriza-
Ž . Ž .tion of the one-parameter family R z in 2.10 , we use the ratio e [
Ž . Ž .length of the small axis r length of the large axis as a measure of
eccentricity for the ellipsis on which the a lie. We havek
Sn
e [ ,
Cn
n 1 q e
s [ ? ln ,
2 1 y e
nr2 nr21 q e 1 y e
ynS9 [ 2 y ,½ 51 y e 1 q e
2.19Ž .
nr21 y e
2 1yn 1yn'D [ 1 q S9 y S9 s 2 - 2 .
1 q e
This shows that the width D [ Q y Q of the parameter interval Q [2 1
w xQ , Q for which m s n holds decreases in our example exponentially1 2
Ž . < zT Ž . <with the degree of P z . Figure 1 shows the curve e P z s Q in the
even case n s 6, eccentricity e s 0.1, T s 5, and Q2 s S92 q 1r2. Ac-
Ž .cording to 2.19 , a small eccentricity e was to be used in order to obtain
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< zTŽ .Ž . Ž . < Ž .FIG. 1. The curve e z y a z y a . . . z y a s Q with the a from 2.15 and1 2 n k
Ž . Ž .n s 6, T s 5, e s 0.1, Q s 0.029 in the rectangle y0.6 F Re z F 0.2, 0 F Im z F 1.2 of
the complex plane; null circles locate the a .k
< zT Ž . <an appropriate oscillation of the curve e P z s Q around the imaginary
axis. The null circles indicate the positions of the a . Figure 2 shows thek
same curve for the odd case n s 7 and the remaining parameters from Fig.
1. The remaining Figs. 3 to 6 show the T-dependent parts, T , of then
complete stability charts in the rectangle Q F Q F Q , 0 F T F 100 of1 2
Ž .the Q, T -plane for n s 2, 3, 6, 7, respectively. In all these figures, Q is
Ž .taken to be positive so that y s 0 is not a zero of F y . A point of Tn
colored black is an asymptotically stable point of the system described by
Ž . Ž .2.1 to 2.3 . With increasing n, the stability charts T gain a less regularn
Ž .appearance or become more ``chaotic'' . The calculation of the set of
w xstable delays is expounded in 2, section 4 . The interested reader may find
the details there. The stability chart T is generated by a single sequence2
w Ž .x w .T in 2, formula 4.29 . The intersection with the interval 0, T in the1 m , 0
w Ž .xlast line of 2, 4.29 is clearly to be recognized in Fig. 4, which shows T .3
w Ž .xThree sequences T from 2, 4.29 are involved in the stability charts2 jy1
T and T shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The fine details of T for higher n6 7 n
w xare hardly to be assessed from the formulae given for T in 2 . Plotting the
stability charts seems to be the only way to obtain a grasp of its global
form. When adding the delay-independent parts, then all T have an
Ž .tree-like shape: from a ``trunk'' of infinite height for 0 F Q F Q grows1
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< zTŽ .Ž . Ž . < Ž .FIG. 2. The curve e z y a z y a . . . z y a s Q with the a from 2.15 and1 2 n k
Ž . Ž .n s 7, T s 5, e s 0.1, Q s 0.016 in the rectangle y0.6 F Re z F 0.2, 0 F Im z F 1.2 of
the complex plane; null circles locate the a .k
Ž . Ž . yz T Ž . Ž .FIG. 3. The stability chart for H z [ P z q Qe , Q ) 0, with P z from 2.2 andT
Ž . Ž .2.3 with n s 2 in the rectangle Q F Q F Q , 0 F T F 100 of the Q, T -plane; Q [1 2 1
0.1010, Q [ 0.5101; black s stable.2
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Ž . Ž . yz T Ž . Ž .FIG. 4. The stability chart for H z [ P z q Qe , Q ) 0, with P z from 2.2 andT
Ž . Ž .2.3 with n s 3 in the rectangle Q F Q F Q , 0 F T F 100 of the Q, T -plane; Q [1 2 1
0.0764, Q [ 0.2614; black s stable.2
Ž . Ž . yz T Ž . Ž .FIG. 5. The stability chart for H z [ P z q Qe , Q ) 0, with P z from 2.2 andT
Ž . Ž .2.3 with n s 6 in the rectangle Q F Q F Q , 0 F T F 100 of the Q, T -plane; Q [1 2 1
0.0200, Q [ 0.0371; black s stable.2
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Ž . Ž . yz T Ž . Ž .FIG. 6. The stability chart for H z [ P z q Qe , Q ) 0, with P z from 2.2 andT
Ž . Ž .2.3 with n s 7 in the rectangle Q F Q F Q , 0 F T F 100 of the Q, T -plane; Q [1 2 1
0.0119, Q [ 0.0196; black s stable.2
an infinite sequence of ``horizontal branches.'' Thereby, the length of the
Ž .``branches'' tends nonmonotonously for n ) 3 to zero with increasing
height T.
w x Ž .In 1 , the number of pairs of real zeros of F y is introduced as a
complexity measure for the stability behavior of the system with characteris-
Ž . Ž .tic function H z from 1.1 . The above discussed stability charts T showT n
in an example how the relation between complexity figure and the geome-
try actually is.
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